Towards Zero

What is the connection between a failed
suicide attempt, a wrongful accusation of
theft against a schoolgirl, and the romantic
life of a famous tennis player? To the
casual observer, apparently nothing. But
when a houseparty gathers at Gulls Point,
the seaside home of an elderly widow,
earlier events come to a dramatic head. Its
all part of a carefully paid plan for murder.

Have a question about Towards Zero or the new ad campaign?When a house party gathers at Gulls Point, the seaside
home of Lady Tressilian, Neville Strange finds himself caught between his old wife Audrey and his newTowards Zero is
a partnership between the Transport Accident Commission, VicRoads, Victoria Police, the Department of Justice and
Regulation and the - 1 min - Uploaded by Transport Accident Commission VictoriaBehind the scenes footage of
Fransisco, the main character in the ad. He speaks about his Towards Zero has 10658 ratings and 705 reviews.
BrokenTune said: I like a good detective story, he said. But, you know, they begin in the wrong placeTowards Zero
believes that we all make mistakes, but no one should die because of them. Watch the ad campaign that shares Towards
Zero vision with theLearn what Towards Zero is and how we can build a safer road system that will change road safety
for a free of deaths and serious injuries on Victorian roads. Towards Zero is the Western Australian State Governments
road safety strategy for 2008-2020.Agatha Christies Marple Towards Zero (TV Episode 2007) cast and crew credits,
including actors, actresses, directors, writers and more.Comedy Lheure zero (original title). 1h 44min Comedy,
Mystery 31 October 2007 (France) Towards Zero Poster. A wealthy woman holds a party at herMiss Marple, Geraldine
McEwan. Lady Tressilian, Dame Eileen Atkins. Frederick Treves, Tom Baker. Mary Aldin, Julie Graham. Neville
Strange, Greg Wise.Towards Zero. An elderly widow is murdered at a clifftop seaside house What is the connection
between a failed suicide attempt, a wrongful accusation of theftA wealthy woman holds a party at her Devon estate for
family and friends. When a solicitor and the hostess herself are both murdered, Miss Marple tries to find a
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